ABBREVIATIONS

WCRF International – World Cancer Research Fund International
OCF- Ogaan Cancer Foundation
ICMR- Indian Council of Medical Research
WHO- World Health Organization
FACIT-Sp- Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy—Spiritual Well-Being
QoL- Quality of Life
HRQoL - Health Related Quality of Life
NK- Natural Killer
IFN- Interferon
IL 4,6,10- Interleukin
IARC - International Agency for Research on Cancer
BCC- Breast Cancer Care
MBSR - Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction
TMD- Total Mood Disturbance
BDI- II – Beck Depression Inventory II
TNM- Tumor Node and Metastasis
ACS- American Cancer Society
LCR - Lombardy Cancer Registry
CDC- Centers for Disease Control
IACR - International Association of Cancer Research
TIP-C- Telephone Interpersonal Counseling
HAD- Hospital Anxiety and Depression
POM- Painometer
DRI- Duke Religious Index
HDI- Hamilton Depression Inventory
CAM- Complementary and Alternative Medicine
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